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Jüchen - Who has the opportunity to study the papers of the pigeon
world, encounters with constant regularity and over again in the name
of the Ritz. Many sports fans have been trying for years or decades,
at a similar reputation, but it seems to be an impossible task to get at
this level of recognition.
What is the secret of this popularity?
You can bring it to a single common denominator: Vererbungsstarke
pigeons! They have made Heinz Willi Ritz to the person he is today.
Jürgen Ritz takes an important legacy. The origin is now back soon 40
years and is inextricably linked with the famous Belgian pigeon breeders in
the short and medium-bound: The Janssen brothers from Arendonk and
Karel Meulemans. With the pigeons that experienced breeders Heinz Willi
a meteoric rise, especially the father of the Ritz-colony, the legendary "Vos
74", coined the pigeon world than almost any other bird.
The combination of Janssen and Meulemänner in 7oer years
revolutionized many hitherto known price lists and championship tables.
These results are flashed around the world, and since then thousands of
interested buyers to take flight miles, hours of sitting in confined aircraft
cabin, Klimaumschwünge and time shifts in order to see these animals,
feel, and buy if possible. Especially Asian sports fans like to take this effort
into account.

Willi Heinz and Jürgen Ritz

Heinz Willis main concern is the rapid pigeon, the dove, to fly the head and
which wants to place himself with indomitable will to win on the first page of
the list and as far up there!

Each year with new pigeons!
Because of its superior breeding work Heinz Willi Ritz will be snapped up every year as the best racing pigeons,
sometimes even out in the middle of the trip. This is also an explanation for his RV at the championships not always be
the pinnacle of the best pigeons still change before the Endflügen to other parts of the world. All the more remarkable,
therefore, the breeding capacity, year after year with a young team to build on the achievements.
Red stands for dynamic!
It should be determined not undertaken any excursion into the theory of color, but the red color since time immemorial
exerts a tremendous fascination for the people. We think of the Egyptians in the East, to the Chinese in the Far East, to
the Incas in South America - or in today's Brieftaubenzüchter! The color suggests more than the imagination, inspires
them. In pigeons transferred in the truest sense of the word.
B 74-6696357 - A legend sees the light of the world!
1974 - This year, Heinz-Willi Ritz remains forever etched in my memory. He had been since 1967, contact the Janssen
Brothers, Arendonk, especially to Adriaan, whom he described as one of the most gifted Brieftaubenzüchter of all time.
There have been some of Janssen-bred pigeons in Jüchen. But some still missing: The Reds! It is precisely the
exercise also Heinz-Willi Ritz a tremendous fascination. He had repeatedly raised Adriaan it. Finally, in the spring of

1974, the wish was fulfilled. "We have a red for you," with these words he has already been welcomed at the entrance.
So he came to his "Voss, 74", which should prove in the following period when the outstanding sires in general.
A stroke of luck, a coincidence? Even breeders like Adriaan Janssen sometimes stood in astonishment before the
whims of nature. A young red bird had becirct one hen and 11 year olds from this random pairing of the red "357 fell.
With the feeling of Christmas and birthday in a Heinz-Willi went back home. A few months later, the mother of this bird's
been sold. These were a daughter of the old "bull". Today we know that should have united in this little red all the good
genes, because the "Voss, 73" later, brought not one as close to the "Voss, 74"!
In order to "Voss, 74" around Heinz-Willi Ritz built on a tribe, which today still stands for excellence. One example is
the bird 01055-03-367. A grandson of 01949-86-100. Which in turn is a son of 01055-81-29. And this is a grandson of
the Red "Voss, 74".
Services "367":
1./1543 pigeons
1./943 pigeons
1./734 pigeons
2./2280 pigeons
2./1227 pigeons
3./1962 pigeons
4./1710 pigeons
5./3576 pigeons
5./2642 pigeons
43./10123 pigeons

Benefits: "100":
1./2794 pigeons
2./2605 pigeons
4./2467 pigeons
5./2o71 pigeons
5./1585 pigeons
6./1837 pigeons
9./8780 pigeons
14./2790 pigeons
16./1195 pigeons

Travel service, 1984:
1. RV Master
4. TG Meister
1. Gold Medal
1. Silver Medal
1.Verbandsmedaille "100 years"
4. RV Young pigeons Masters
1.As Pigeon int "Reisduif"
1.As Dove "BDS"
1.Superstar June "Gouden Duif"
1.Superstar 1984 "Gouden Duif"
3x 1st Bankruptcy

Benefits "29":
1./6409 pigeons
1./4986 pigeons
1./1354 pigeons
2./4920 pigeons
2./2362 pigeons
3./2158 pigeons
3./1413 pigeons
7./4975 pigeons
9./1661 pigeons
1. Ace Pigeon BDS
1984/85
Travel service, 2004:

1. RV-Master General
1. RV-year-old master
1. RV Young pigeons Masters
1. RV short-range master
1. FG Young pigeons Masters
1. Bronze Medal young pigeons
1. Dove of the month of May, RV
1. Medal Altreise AM
1. Medal PM Jung Travel
48 prices until 10 Price
6x 1st Bankruptcy

There are also single best pigeons in the aged and the young. These excerpts from statements about the 20 year
period show the whole class, which resides in the Ritz-primitive tribe. Because really speak of a "tribe" must be in the
case. The old "100" is the basis for his grandchildren to strengthen this base and are responsible for the achievements
of the last two years. The "100" itself is the product of a very selective mating. None other than Jan Grondelaers time
there at the crucial tip that "29" to set the 01055-83-251. The grandparents of the "29" all came from Arendonk, and the
"251" points out a few times in her pedigree, "Voss, 74", including the "357" grandchildren 01055-80-533 and 01055-76781! For this tip Heinz-Willi is still grateful.
What pigeons adjust these primitive Janssen?
A fantastic supplement was Louis Wouters W hen 89-6366830. With it, the "100" 01055-92-877 the bird, which could
handle numerous brought top prices, including a 1st Bankruptcy against 2736 pigeons and 8th Bankruptcy against
18,846 pigeons. He and three sons take care of offspring.
A very good supplement was the aforementioned "Meteor" line of Hans-Theo Huth. From the origin also Janssen.
Today they are barely in existence, since they were fantastic deals for the Far East.

Further, the "Orleans" line.
"If you want to have in the long term success, you reinforce, with pigeons, you have to beat their own". At this rate in
January had once Grondelaers Heinz-Willi given for the journey. It is precisely this knowledge, he heeded the past few
years.
In 2000, the bird flew 03379-98-887 the 1 Bankruptcy of Orleans. Not any 1st Bankruptcy, but the 1 against 41,713
pigeons of the 16th District! Shortly afterwards, the "Blue Orleans moved" by W. Offermanns after Jüchen, and with
him his parents and a sister. The first reinforcements from the environment.
2002 hosted the 16th District of the District of flight from Toury. In the game, more than 42,000 doves! Sovereign of
the bird won 01013-00-1526 H. Pennings, third place went to the Community Berretz 06651-00-54 the blow-Lenzen &
Son. Both birds could acquire Heinz-Willi.
The best crossing? Our own line!
The old Maurice Delbar Heinz-Willi Ritz had once given to understand that the best crossing is one's own line
zurückholt it from where it was crossed with the best results.
Ritz-doves and Beyers feed:
Perfect combination for 1 Bankruptcies and top prizes!
The many 1st Bankruptcies, and the numerous top awards speak for exceptional pigeons, the outstanding leadership
and balanced in all areas of nutrition. This makes sense as the complement Beyer Plus products, the diet is so
important is this basic diet with Beyers feed. A balanced diet, each carefully tailored to the discipline and the journey
causes the outstanding performance of the deaf body. Pay only the listed results. For years, Heinz-Willi Ritz is in this
respect, no compromises. Of course, the young pigeons with the start of the autumn tour will be so directed. It says
much for such care that address the pigeons completely out of direction.
Over 30 years with the same basis for success: Heinz-Willi Ritz has done it. His son, Jurgen is preparing to enter into
those footsteps. A heritage, it shall not, not yet. For, according to Heinz-Willi glowing remains the Brieftaubenzüchter
fever. The name "Ritz" is a brand ...
Klaus Kühntopp, 2006
(adapted 2009)

Results 2009
Date
02.05.09
09.05.09
23.06.09
30.06.09
11.07.09
11.07.09
11.07.09
18.07.09

Km
270
272
450
490
450
450
450
330

Pigeons
1214
1216
1149
1032
680
1807
5854
670

29.07.09
05.08.09

130
130

1718
1628

12.08.09

130

19.08.09

130

26.08.09

130

Percent

Places
2,13,30,32,34,39,55,57, etc.
1,3,50,54,62,72,75,78, etc.
4,22,72, etc.
8,36,44,46,48,55,56,72, etc.
2,29,57, etc.
2.72, etc.
3.140, etc.
14,19,27,74, etc.

CFB flights Young
1,2,3,4,5,44,45,46,47,51,58,72,89,90,91,96,97, etc.
1,2,3,4,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,16,19,20,21,25,
29,55,60,77, etc.
1188
49.3%
33,34,40,40,42,43,44,44,44,44,48,50,50,50,53,53,
53,56,58,58,60,61, etc.
1336
73.2%
1,1,3,4,4,6,7,8,8,10,11,12,12,14,15,16,17,18,19,
22,23,24,24,27,29,31,34,36,39,40,52, etc.
1132
85.3%
17,17,20,20,20,26,27,29,30,34,35,35,35,39,45,47,
49,50,50,50,56,58, etc.
CFB flights average of 68% prices
CFB 1 Master also 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, best young pigeons
38.6%
65.8%

03.08.09
08.08.09
15.08.09
22.08.09

155
182
198
235

1343
1294
1304
1245

29.08.09
FG.

271
271

1099
2409

05.09.09

331

892

Young pigeons flights 2009 RV
55.3%
38,63,66,67,67,69,92,99, etc.
42%
3,4,7,9,12,17,20,22,25,28,48,49,51, etc.
60%
16,16,18,20,23,25, etc.
70.4%
8,17,19,22,24,26,26,29,30,31,36,53,54,55,85,90,
91,92,93,95,98, etc.
85.5%
1,6,7,11,13,21,22,22,24,25,26,27,29,31,35,42,43,
44,51,54,54,58,63,67,69,71,89,90,91,93,
Also den1.
Price
94,94,96,97, etc.
47.1%
19,20,32,50,67,68,69,71,72,76,79,92,93,94, etc.
1. RV Master Young pigeons
1. best young pigeon RV 6-6 = 502 Asp
6. Rk young master

> Food plan by Heinz Willi and Jürgen Ritz

Pension plan by Heinz Willi Ritz
with Beyer's elite - Enzymix
Rearing:
•

7 / 40 Enzymix Modern farming system

Travel:
•
•
•

Saturday & Sunday 7 / 48 Enzymix Recup
Monday through Wednesday 43 / Enzymix Structure
Monday - Friday 7 / 47 Energy

Mauser:
•

7 / 22 Enzymix Mauser methionine

Water:
•
•
•

Breeding and molting 3 times a week Beyers Herba zyma 5 ml to 2 liters of water
Plus Beyers Bioflorum over food
2 times per week Chromix if there are young in the nest. (Important)

Travel: (Alt & Jung - Travel)
Return:
•
•

1 teaspoon Beyers Electrolyte Plus
2 tablespoons Beyers Gluco Sport on 3 liters of water

2-3-4 Day:
•

Beyers Herba zyma = 1 cap of 2 liters of water

5-6 day:

•

Beyers Gluco Sport = 1 tablespoon to 2 liters of water

Feeding 5 days:
•

Beyers Amino Plus = 1 tablespoon to 2 kg of feed

Feed 6 days:
•

Beyers Mineral Plus = 1 tablespoon to 2 kg of feed

Swimming:
•

2 x per week with Beyers Fino bath salt bath.

> Breeders
0954-07-80 V
Red Devil
H.-W. and J. Ritz
Grandson, 586 x 720
Brother 662/07 = 3x set 2x 1st Price

0954-07-90 W
Elfira
H.-W. Ritz
Granddaughter 586 x 720
Brother 662/07 = 3x set 2x 1st Price

0954-07-91 W
Jüchen Mädche
H.-W. Ritz
Granddaughter 586 x 720
Brother 662/07 = 3x set 2x 1st Price

0954-07-99 V
De Erbreine 99
H.-W. Ritz
Granddaughter 586 x 720

0954-07-100 V
De Fahle 100
H.-W. and J. Ritz
Grandson, 586 x 720

03352-05-371 W
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter of 586 x 720

03352-05-396 W
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter of 586 x 720
Inbred 100

03352-05-399 V
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Son of 586 x 720

03352-05-400 W
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter of 586 x 720

01055-03-586 V
De Stallion
H.-W. Ritz
26 Pr - 1808 b. 275km
32 Pr - 2177 b. 430 km

01055-03-719 W
The Brave
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter 100

01055-03-720 W
Breeding Jewel
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter 100

0954-07-785 V
Red Panther
H.-W. and J. Ritz
Grandson, 586 x 720
Brother 662/07 = 3x set 2x 1st Price

0954-07-800 V
De 800
H.-W. Ritz
Grandson, 586 x 720

03352-04-915 V
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Son of 586 x 720

03352-04-934 W
H. Jung
H.-W. Ritz
Daughter of 586 x 720

http://www.heinz-willi-ritz.de/
Heinz-willi@online-loft.de

